
1.After its first sentence.
2.Based on the first word on the 100th page.

3.Inspired by the book cover.
4.Inspired by a scene that makes you cry.

5.Of the author’s bio.
6.About the main character.

7.Inspired by a scene that makes you angry.
8.About a side character.

9.About the antagonist.
10.About a parental character.

11.About the best friend/side kick character.
12.Inspired by a scene that makes you laugh.

13.Of the book in a different genre.
14.Based on the first word of the 10th page.

15.Of your favourite (or most recently read) scene.

30 Days of Reading to
Writing Challenge

Open your favourite book or current read, then write or
rewrite at least one paragraph...
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16.Inspired by a scene that gives you a thrill.
17.With a gender swapped character.

18.Of dialogue between two characters.
19.Based on the first word of the 20th page.

20.Of two characters describing one another.
21.Based on the book’s title.

22.For the first part of the book with its new title.
23.For the book at the end.

24.Inspired by a scene that shocked you.
25.Inspired by a character name.

26.Using a book scene and changing the character’s age.
27.Based on the first word of the 30th page.

28.Changing a scene to utilize all five senses.
29.To completely change a plot twist in the story.

30.Imagining how a scene should have turned out differently.

30 Days of Reading to
Writing Challenge

Open your favourite book or current read, then write or
rewrite at least one paragraph...
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1.How you got into the writing game.
2.An author who inspired you.
3.Your writing space.
4.Your favourite books growing up.
5.Your favourite genre.
6.Something unrelated to writing (readers love learning about
authors!)
7.A word count goal you reached. 
8.How you prepare to start writing. 
9.Why you love writing.
10.Your goals for the future.
11.How you choose titles for your pieces.
12.How you create characters.
13.How you come up with plot ideas.
14.How you outline (or don’t outline).
15.What you do when you’re taking a break from writing.

30 Days of Social media
Content

Share a post about...
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16.Your best advice to all writers.
17.A mood board that represents a book or story idea.
18.Your book cover or elements you like in book covers.
19.How you choose names for characters.
20.Asking your readers what they like about stories.
21.What you think of editing. 
22.Someone in your bookish community.
23.A snippet from your current WIP or writing you come up with on
the spot.
24.A writing prompt you enjoy.
25.A memory from your writing life.
26.A book review or compliment about your writing. 
27.Whether you want to be traditionally or self published. 
28.Resources you use for writing and editing.
29.Something you learned about writing/editing/publishing you wish
you knew sooner.
30.A common struggle you go through. Bonus: Offer advice on
how you get through it.

30 Days of Social media
Content

Share a post about...
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1.Write a paragraph based on your name meaning.
2.Create a journal entry as if you are in another time period.

3.Include your favourite animal in a one-page story.
4.Write about a colour without using the word itself.

5.Explore your favourite place to be in one paragraph.
6.Write a ten-word story about your life.

7.In one page, create a scene with your favourite season.
8.Write about your favourite food using all five senses.

9.Build a character based on your favourite celebrity.
10.Write about your day for five minutes as if you were a child.

11.Gender swap a piece you wrote.
12.Create the same one paragraph story using all three POVs.

13.Write a one paragraph ghost story.
14.In 500 words, write an unconventional love story.

15.Change the genre of a small piece you’ve written.

30 Days of Writing
Challenge
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16.Write a poem about nature.
17.Write about travel using speech to text.

18.Write 300 words about your greatest memory.
19.Re-write a paragraph of a published book in a new genre.

20.Write a page of a character who knows they’re in a story.
21.Write a one-page overdramatized story about something silly.

22.Write a 1000-word story based on your favourite quote.
23.Write about your dream home with a tone of suspense.

24.In 200 words, write a comedy based on a knock-knock joke.
25.Create a character who is the opposite of you.

26.Create a creature who has a magic power you wish you had.
27.Write a stream of consciousness for 5 minutes.

28.Write a one-page story about an injury you’ve endured.
29.In 800 words, write about your future in 10 years.

30.Read a page from your current read, write the next page.

30 Days of Writing
Challenge
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1.Your first pet
2.Your first crush
3.Your first kiss
4.Your first adventure
5.Your first teacher
6.Your first memory
7.Your first big purchase
8.Your first home
9.Your first writing experience
10.Your first great success
11.Your favourite colour
12.Your favourite food
13.Your favourite person
14.Your favourite book
15.Your favourite animal

30 Days of Writing Prompts
Write a dramatized scene inspired by...
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16.Your favourite topic to discuss
17.Your favourite music

18.Your favourite flower
19.Your favourite place to be

20.Your favourite thing that inspires you
21.A memory that makes you happy
22.A memory that makes you sad
23.A memory that makes you laugh

24.A memory that makes you scared
25.A memory that makes you excited

26.A moment that challenges you
27.A moment that shocked you

28.A moment you wish you could relive
29.A moment you wish you could undo

30.A moment where you feel at peace

30 Days of Writing Prompts
Write a dramatized scene inspired by...
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1.Look in the mirror and give yourself a compliment.
2.Write down three things you’re grateful for.
3.Treat yourself for a small win (i.e. waking up on time)
4.Treat yourself for a big win (i.e. finishing a draft)
5.Share your successes with one person.
6.Write a one-page journal entry about how awesome you are.
7.Create a word cloud of all the words you use to describe yourself. 
8.Carve ten minutes out of your day to do nothing but relax.
9.Wear an outfit that makes you feel amazing.
10.Turn off all notifications for social media.
11.Make time for your hobby today.
12.Share your hobby with someone.
13.List ten accomplishments (big or small) from the last month.
14.Make a list of motivational quotes and stick them
somewhere you can always read them.
15.Go for a walk and connect with nature.

30 Days of Self-Care &
Confidence Challenge
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16.Change a negative thought to something positive out loud.
17.Compliment as many loved ones as you can.
18.Ask a friend to share a piece of motivational advice.
19.Ask a stranger to share a piece of motivational advice.
20.Read a blog post about creating a positive mindset.
21.Listen to one podcast episode about positivity or confidence.
22.Say ‘no’ to at least one thing that may cause you burnout.
23.Read a chapter of a motivational or self-help book.
24.List five things you’ve learned about confidence and self-
care, circle the one that you will apply the most in your life.
25.Create a mantra to speak aloud or write down every night and
day.
26.Write a list of traits you value.
27.Do one thing that reflects a trait you value.
28.Write a letter to yourself releasing negative thoughts.
29.Tell yourself out loud “I Forgive You” when you make a mistake.
30.Tell yourself YOU ARE WORTHY three times today.

30 Days of Self-Care &
Confidence Challenge
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